
Fund Facts

Structure UCITS V Luxembourg

Total NAV Size 2.446.505,31 €

Risk Class

Benchmark Hurdle 7%

Liquidity Daily

Mngnt Co Eurobank FMC-LUX

Investment Manager Eurobank Asset Management MFMC

Investment Advisor Prelium Investment Services

Custodian/Administrator Eurobank Private Bank Luxembourg S.A.

Auditor PricewaterhouseCoopers

Prelium A Prelium B

Currency EUR EUR

ISIN code LU0517761358 LU0517761515

Bloomberg ticker PRELFTR LX Equity PRELFTB LX Equity

MorningStar Rating 3-Star 4-Star

Inception date 5/7/2010 19/11/2010

Assets ( class currency) 2.010.416,50 436.088,81

NAV 10,9386 11,8893

Min NAV 10,2710 11,0962

Max NAV 10,9877 11,9334

Entry fee 0% 0%

Redemption fee 0% 0%

Conversion fee

Redemption scheme T+3 T+3
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UCITS DO NOT HAVE A GUARANTEED RETURN AND PREVIOUS PERFORMANCE DOES NOT GUARANTEE FUTURE RETURNS

(LF) TOTAL RETURN FUND 09

Difference in Entry fees

FUND OF FUNDSSPECIAL PURPOSEEQUITYBALANCEDABSOLUTE RETURNBOND

The Sub-Fund’s objective is to achieve positive returns through the
use of a flexible investment strategy that will rely on active asset
allocation. The active asset allocation will result from the
combination of a top down approach with a bottom up stock
picking analysis.

In order to meet the investment objective of the Sub-Fund set out
above, the Sub-Fund may invest without any geographical and
economic constraint:
- By at least 10% and by no more than 85% of its total assets in

equity securities and other equivalent securities
- By at least 10% and by no more than 85% of its total assets in debt
instruments, cash and cash equivalents (deposits with credit
institutions and money market instruments).ld

In addition, the Sub-Fund may also invest up to 30% of its net
assets in Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs), qualifying as UCITS or
respectively UCI, which may represent a sector or a market index as
per the meaning of article 41 (1) indent (e) and article 46 of the
2002 Law and/or up to 10% of its net assets in ETFs on commodities
respecting article 41(2) indent a) of the 2002 Law.

Finally, the Sub-Fund, in order to meet its investment objectives,
may use on a regular basis listed financial derivative instruments
for the purposes of hedging currency risk, interest rate risk, market
risk and efficient portfolio management.

The Sub-Fund has a high risk profile and is addressed to investors
pursuing a long-term investment objective with the prospects of
achieving returns from income and capital gains.
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During the third quarter of 2019, market volatility remained heightened and major financial asset classes posted mixed results as the US-China trade war
news flow continuously changed for positive to negative and vice versa. Despite the fact the quarter kicked off with optimism, in mid-August a severe
deterioration in trade negotiations combined with signs of slowing global economic growth resulted in a major pullback for risky assets. But in September
there was sharp reversal to the positive side for market sentiment: hopes for a revival of trade negotiations between the US and China combined with a new
cycle of monetary easing introduced by some of the major central banks resulted in a sharp rebound in equity and bond prices regardless of their risk profile.
As far as central banks are concerned, this fresh round of easing is a crystal-clear acknowledgement on their side that the trade standoff has taken its toll on
business confidence, industrial production and trade flows and that the recent negative macroeconomic data on a global level are not temporary and need
to be addressed decisively. Specifically, the Fed cut interest rates twice in an attempt to prolong the expansion of the US economy in the face of a slowdown
in the pace of growth and hiring. The unemployment rate remained at 3.7%, near a 50-year low, and the economy grew at a steady but moderate rate of 2%
driven mainly by consumption but there are clear signs of weakening as the pace of growth of aggregate hours worked in the economy has slowed
meaningfully and the manufacturing sector has slowed to contraction levels. At the same time, the ECB faced with an ailing eurozone economy had no other
option than to cut interest rates further into negative territory and relaunch its massive bond buying program. The trade standoff has clearly affected the
export oriented eurozone economy resulting in a disappointing GDP rate of 0.8%(annualized) and an “anchored” inflation reading of 1% in August. In the
same manner, China also announced further fiscal and monetary stimulus measures to boost its economy, including tax cuts and a decrease in the required
reserve ratio for small and medium sized banks. Nevertheless, the economic slowdown was not avoided due to the trade conflict resulting in a GDP growth
rate for Chinese economy of 6.2% in the 2nd quarter, the lowest pace since 1992 when official records began to be published.
Within this context, global equities on aggregate practically remained unchanged as depicted by the performance of the broad based MSCI ACWI Index
which advanced by a negligible c.0,10% during the 3rd quarter. As a result, its YTD performance stands at c.16,70%. In general, US equity markets fared
better than the rest of the world by posting modest gains during the quarter. Specifically, the S&P500 advanced by c.1,70% resulting in to an overall YTD
performance of c.20,60% which remains the best start to a calendar year in the last twenty years. Eight of the eleven sectors were positive in the quarter,
with the beneficiaries of falling interest rates, utilities and real estate as the best performers. Energy and healthcare were the laggards. As far as the rest of
the developed markets are concerned, European equities ended the quarter in positive territory clearly boosted by the new ECB stimulus program which
offset the negative impacts of the BREXIT deadlock and lackluster growth rates. The MSCI EMU Index recorded quarterly gains of c.2% resulting in a YTD
performance of c.20,55%. In the same manner, Japanese equities advanced by c.3,20% during the quarter defying the downward revision of Japan’s second
quarter GDP growth rate to an annualized 1.3% and resulting into a YTD performance for the NIKKEI225 of 10,75%. On the hand, emerging markets not only
underperformed their developed peers but also posted notable losses given the improved overall market sentiment that prevailed towards the end of the
quarter. As a result, the MSCI EM Index “penalized” its investors by declining c.4,50% on a quarterly basis bringing up its YTD performance to c.6,10%.
Regarding fixed income markets, after the new round of monetary easing by some of the major central banks the rally of bond prices that was initiated this
year was preserved across the board. As a result, the Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate index posted quarterly gains of c.0,80% resulting into a robust
YTD performance of c.6,30% with all major bond segments recording solid gains since the start of year. Investment grade corporate credit have benefitted
the most by this new low interest environment as depicted by the performance of the Bloomberg Barclays US Corporate Bond Index which advanced by
another c.3% resulting into an impressive YTD performance of c.13,20%. On the other hand, high yielding bond failed to compensate investors by trimming
their gains by c.0,75% during this quarter resulting into a YTD performance of c.8,75%.
Looking ahead, the new cycle of monetary easing and the potential agreement between the US and China could continue to support markets and risky assets
in the short run, However, in the long run, given that this economic expansion is in its late cycle phase, corporate earnings growth rates are deaccelerating
and central banks (except for the FED) have essentially “consumed” all of their “stimulus” options, global growth rates and economic activity need to
accelerate quickly in order to avoid a turmoil in financial markets. A burden which seems at this points to lie solely on fiscal policymakers who need to act in
a coordinated manner in order to stimulate the next world economic expansion.

The fund increased materially its overall market exposure towards the end of the 3rd quarter utilizing the significant drawdown
that was recorded in markets. Within this context, although the fund’s equity exposure decreased at c.26,25% of the NAV, full
systemic risk was undertaken at this portion of NAV since all hedging positions were eliminated in September. Regarding the
fund’s geographical breakdown, we have maintained its overweight stance on European equities (c.16,80%) by allocating almost
twice as much compared to their US peers (c.9,4%). European equity valuations remain at low levels and given the new round of
monetary easing by the ECB, they can generate in the medium term both alpha and beta driven returns. Finally, the fund
maintained a balanced exposure/distribution with respect to sectors and market factors.
The fund's overall bond exposure was also increased at c.55,70% during the 3rd quarter in an effort to lock up yields in the new
environment of lower interest rates. The overall bond strategy remained intact with no material changes with respect to duration
and credit risk on a look through basis and by maintaining its yield producing assets in combination with securities which have a
safe heaven status. Thus, USTs remained the fund’s second largest position as a sub-asset class and accounted for c.22% of the
NAV in order to increase the fund’s ability to weather a severe market drawdown. Regarding the fund’s currency exposure, US
dollar denominated holdings account for c.57% of the fund’s NAV and hedges are held that cover c.79% of this holdings in order to
contain currency volatility. By the end of the quarter, the fund’s cash holdings were slightly increased at c.18,05% of the NAV but,
as mentioned before, the overall systemic risk exposure of the fund was increased reflecting moderately positive stance towards
markets and risky assets. The initiation of this strategy was deemed appropriate in the short run after the recent revival of trade
negotiations and new round of monetary easing and up until there is a clearer view on the prospects of the global economy and
the momentum of corporate earnings growth.



Risk Statistics Fund Returns

Standard Deviation 4,22%

VaR 3,12%

Yield Maturity 1,82% Share Classes YTD 1 y 3 y 5 y Since inception

Duration (years) 2,44 Prelium A 5,93% 1,10% 3,76% 12,16% 9,39%

Prelium B 6,55% 1,96% 6,77% 17,89% 19,83%

Annual Returns per share class

Share Classes 2018 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013

Prelium A -4,14% +0,49% +1,17% +8,50% +7,81% +2,03%

Prelium B -3,16% +1,50% +2,21% +9,80% +8,62% +3,05%

Major Holdings(%)

8,99%

7,74%

7,07%

4,95%

4,70%

3,57%

3,45%

3,22%

2,82%

2,81%

Contact

  Eurobank Asset Management M.F.M.C.

  10 Stadiou Str, Athens, 10564, Τel: +30 210 33 52 800, Fax: +30 210 33 52 890

  Email: am@eurobank.gr

  Website:  www.eurobankam.gr www.eurobank.gr

  Or call Europhone Banking  +30 210 95 55 000 or +30 801 111 1144
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BAC 2.625 19/4/21
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the information contained herein: (1) is property to Morningstar, (2) may not be copied (save (i) as incidentally necessary in the course of viewing it on-line, and (ii) in the course of printing off single copies of web pages on which it appears for the personal non-
commercial use of those authorised to view it on-line), adapted or distributed; and (3) is not warranted to be accurate, complete or timely. This Morningstar - sourced information is provided to you by Eurobank Ergasias and is at your own risk. You agree that
Morningstar is not responsible for any damages or losses arising from any use of this information and that the information must not be relied upon by you the user. Eurobank Ergasias SA informs you as follows: (i) no investment decision should be made in relation to any
of the information provided other than on the advice of a professional financial advisor; (ii) past performance is no guarantee of future results, and (iii) the value and income derived from investments can go down as well as up.
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Portfolio Asset Class Breakdown

BOND

Standard Deviation calculations have been performed using a data sample of

the last 12 month. The VaR analysis is based on the Historical Simulation method

using the 99th percentile as confidence interval and historical data of the last

12 months. The VaR level refers to the one month VaR.

CASH FUNDS

Geografical Equities Breakdown

Sector Allocation

Consumer Staples 7,71%

Consumer Discretionary 6,77%

Health Care 6,18%

Information Technology 4,64%

Industrials 4,29%

Financials 3,35%

Communication Services 3,23%

Materials 2,14%

Energy 0,69%

UNITED STATES 11,63%

GERMANY 10,79%

FRANCE 10,42%

NETHERLANDS 2,43%

CHINA 2,24%

BRITAIN 0,89%

ITALY 0,50%

ISRAEL 0,12%
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